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Abstract
Questions of responsibility for future-making often arise in localities where the withdrawal of capital and state seem to leave tangible voids and a sense of loss. Over the past decade, academic discourse has furthered discussions on the role of civic engagement, local initiatives and their agency under conditions of urban shrinkage. However, scholars (including ourselves) are confronted with their own normative assumptions and aspirations when conceptualizing local initiatives in shrinking cities. Through reviewing the literature on this phenomenon, we identified three main epistemological pitfalls that emerge from the legacies of planning discipline, current neoliberal developments and scholars’ own biases. By drawing from our fieldwork experiences, we conclude that local initiatives should be viewed in the plurality of their essences as extremely variegated in form and motivation. We therefore assert the need to disentangle research on local initiatives in shrinking cities from normative aspirations to avoid neoliberal responsibilization, and instead pay attention to the nuances of their aims and practices, achievements and constraints.

Introduction
When doing research, various practical, strategic, political, ethical and personal issues arise—many of which may seem to be separate from the research, yet they are constitutive of it (Katz, 1994). Research is never an objective or value-free practice; it is intertwined with the personal experiences, emotions and worldviews of the researcher (see, e.g. Worell and Remer, 2003). Thus, we as researchers carry the responsibility to be aware of our own positionality and subjectivity, which shape our inquiries (Peshkin, 1988) and set limits on the onto-epistemological assumptions that we have in relation to our research objective (Holmes, 2020; see also Mason-Bish, 2019; Kassan et al., 2020). Against this background, in this essay we aim to discuss academic knowledge production about local initiatives in shrinking cities. We do so by analysing and questioning the normative implications that mark their presence and assessment in the shrinking cities literature.

Shrinking cities as a strand of research that formed its own epistemic communities (Audirac, 2022) first gained momentum in the planning and urban studies context of the global North. Throughout the early twenty-first century, the emphasis changed, reflecting both changes to the discipline and the shifting political rationales of urban planning. Local initiatives and residents’ perspectives started to gain more weight within the shrinking cities debate. This can be attributed to the simultaneous, intertwined processes of what is known as urban planning’s democratization (Jacobs, 1961; Alfasi, 2004) on the one hand and its neoliberalization on the other (Jessop, 1997; Peck, 2012; Hospers, 2014). Alongside the retreat of the welfare state, incentivizing mechanisms were put to work by planners and policymakers to create...
self-responsible, entrepreneurial and prudent city dwellers (Stenning et al., 2010). These new urban policies are centred on coproductive urbanism and self-empowering planning practices that are often referred to by scholars as ‘soft neoliberalization strategies’ (Heeg and Rosol, 2007: 496; see also Kinder, 2016). Some argued that there is an ‘intrinsic value of citizen involvement’ (Hospers, 2012; 2014), resulting in local initiatives being framed as social capital under conditions of urban austerity. Yet, this narrow lens obscures the variegated forms and motivations that inform and characterize local initiatives. Acknowledging the global-local scales as co-constitutive for places (Gibson-Graham, 2002; Katz, 2004; Tsing, 2005), we attempt to show how the case of shrinking cities is not marginal, but rather illustrative of wider urban development issues linked to deepening spatial inequalities (Bernt and Kühn, 2013).

As we embarked on our own research of local initiatives in small shrinking cities in Europe, epistemological pitfalls of shrinking cities research became increasingly evident to our multidisciplinary research team (Großmann et al., 2024). Initially, when talking with representatives of various local initiatives in our field sites, we asked questions such as ‘What does your initiative do and how does it help the city? With whom do you collaborate?’, implying an altruistic or at least pragmatic problem-solving mindset of the initiatives as a necessity and legitimation of their practice. By implicitly framing them as agents of urban change and democratic role models, we found ourselves entangled in normative assumptions. Viewing shrinkage as a ‘problem’ within a paradigm where growth is equated to development often leads to linking research grants to policy agendas that are aimed at ‘combating shrinkage’. Thus, scholars may find themselves feeling encouraged to develop their own agency for finding solutions rather than doing a mere description or analysis of the status quo. Implicitly taking part in the responsibilization (Rose, 1992; Barry et al., 1996) of local initiatives in small shrinking cities, we were driven by a desire to understand them as those upholding the power to turn things around and offer bright outlooks for cities in which future-making became an arena for numerous contestations (Ringel, 2018). Against this background, our search for the incorruptible kind of autonomy and agency capable of change seemed to reflect more about ‘[our own] world-view than the world’ (Gledhill, 2000: 189). Yet, our field experiences taught us a broader understanding of local initiatives.

We acknowledged our own biases and, in order to continue fieldwork more critically, returned to the scholarly debate on local initiatives in shrinking cities. Our analysis of literature included publications on shrinking cities within thematic special issues of academic journals, edited volumes, monographs and seminal standalone journal articles published over the past two decades. Most of our sources were based on empirical data drawn from the global North (USA, Canada, Japan and countries of the European Union), reflecting the geographical bias of the shrinking cities literature, although we included publications contextualized in Latin America, China and the post-Soviet region in our analysis. Upon thorough examination, we found assumptions similar to our own mirrored in the works of others, indicating that the bias is a trend rather than an exception. In this contribution we engage in reflexivity work and critical (self-)evaluation of produced narratives, aspiring to initiate a dialogue with fellow colleagues which we hope will lead to more nuanced knowledge production on local initiatives in shrinking cities.

The essay is structured as follows. First, we introduce the terminology used to talk about local initiatives (and residents at large) in the shrinking cities literature. Secondly, we outline and discuss three distinct ways in which local initiatives are normatively framed. Finally, a short conclusion provides an overview and epistemological ground for further inquiries.

**Civil society, community, activists or human capital?**

Policymakers, planners, businesses and residents are the broad groups of actors that research on shrinking cities commonly identifies as being constitutive of shaping urban matters at the local level (see, e.g. Hospers, 2014; Rink et al., 2014; Neill and...
Schlappa, 2016; Hollander, 2018; Garboden and Jang-Trettien, 2020). The grouping is neither definitive nor rigorous, as the conceptual boundaries between actors and scales are not always clear. Yet, it is used as a heuristic tool that, with a level of simplification, enables discussion about power dynamics, agentic capacity and resources. In this essay, we focus on ‘residents’ who neither have the formal authority or technical expertise of policymakers and planners, nor possess their decision-making agency. Throughout the literature, a variety of terms are used to talk about residents’ passive or active participation in urban issues, some of the most common of which pertain to ‘civil society’, ‘community’, ‘activists’ or ‘human/social capital’.

Each of these concepts represents a distinct set of normative assumptions, power dynamics, values and realms of action. Within state-like forms of political organization, non-state actors create networks and ties that come in contact with particular state regimes (Gledhill, 2000). While ‘civil society’ incorporates ideologies, apparatuses and modes of action associated directly with state grids (ibid.), societies built upon kinship ties and other types of intimate social relations represent a world of informality, reciprocity and mutual aid networks. Despite being seemingly dissimilar, neither of the above should be viewed or romanticized as autonomous spaces of social life (Keesing, 1992; Spivak, 2010). Within shrinking cities, ‘residents’ employ both civil-society modes of action in dialogue with the state (by engaging in participative planning, petitioning and other initiatives) and mobilize informal modes of action, often turning to the ‘weapons of the weak’ (Scott, 1985; 1990) to get things done (Jansen, 2015; Kinder, 2016). ‘Community’ as a term assumes a group of individuals who have shared values, interests and resources, while ‘activists’ further implies solidarization within political and social struggle. However, shared values and a distinctly political character are not always the basis for local initiatives in shrinking cities. Finally, scholarship on shrinking cities may refer to ‘residents’ as ‘human/social capital’, suggesting that they are a resource among other resources to be capitalized by more powerful actors in their pursuit of a specific urban development agenda.

Our approach is to employ ‘local initiatives’ as a broader term to talk about the diverse constellations of ‘residents’ (including small-scale entrepreneurs) who ‘do in the [shrinking] city’ (Kinder, 2016). Local initiatives may or may not come about through common goals, norms or resources. The people who constitute them may have been brought together by a pressing problem alone or build upon a long-term, sustainable alliance. Local initiatives may be set up to generate profit or have a (semi-)altruistic nature. They might ‘jump’ across scales and space to advance their case (Smith, 1992) and function as an integral part of the established power structure, or fighting against it. Thus, ‘local initiatives’ as an umbrella term allows us to discuss a variety of social groupings while acknowledging their dissimilarities, complexity, heterogeneity and fluidity.

**Approaches to local initiatives in shrinking cities research**

Alongside the urban planning literature, publications in the fields of sociology, human geography and social anthropology have largely contributed to the research of local initiatives in the global North by focusing on agency, everyday practices and conflicts in shrinking cities (see, e.g. Safford, 2009; Ročak, 2018; 2020; Gunko et al., 2021; Adams et al., 2022). In this essay we draw on publications from various disciplines to critically discuss the ways in which local initiatives were framed and approached.

---

**Sidelining local initiatives as actors devoid of agency**

The planning studies discipline has produced the largest number of contributions about shrinking cities. Within this literature, the terms ‘city’ and even ‘community’ are often used as a synonym for ‘municipality’. The ‘city’ is regarded as a domain of experts and policymakers who come up with various strategies, tools and ‘planning
adjustments’ to address the effects of shrinkage on the economy, society and the built environment (Panagopoulos and Barreira, 2012; Kotilainen et al., 2015; Pallagst et al., 2017c). These experts are ascribed the ability to reframe shrinkage as an opportunity and to rebrand abandoned spaces for value generation (Hollander et al., 2009; Pallagst et al., 2017b). Local initiatives are not considered herein at all (see, e.g. Wiechmann and Pallagst, 2012; Hummel, 2015; Hartt and Warkentin, 2017; Pallagst et al., 2017a; Batunova and Gunko, 2018; Ivanov, 2021; Wang et al., 2021) or are mentioned merely in passing, which indicates a top-down perspective rather than acknowledgment of the transformative power they may have (Großmann et al., 2013; Nelle et al., 2017; Hollander, 2018).

In contrast to the above, in some writings, local initiatives, instead of being incorporated into the notion of the ‘city’, are explicitly semantically separated from it. This ascribes them a subaltern position within what is viewed as technocratic and expert-based urban planning (see, e.g. Pallagst et al., 2019). If we continue this line of thought, it is not the residents who voice their concerns that urban shrinkage has become an issue (LaFrombois et al., 2019), but planners, backed by the lobby of capital mostly troubled by changes in the housing market (Bernt et al., 2014; Garboden and Jang-Trettien, 2020).

The overarching argument of literature that sidelines local initiatives in shrinking cities is that the ‘success’ of a shrinking city depends predominantly on the knowledge and skills of ‘experts’. At the same time, ‘residents’ seem to be devoid of power and opinion, which (re)produces problematic power dynamics at the local level. This pitfall is partly defined by the nature of shrinking cities research, which originated within the planning discipline, where the focus was and still is on professional planners and policymakers. Thereby, planning practice-focused articles have implicitly contributed to the sidelining of local initiatives.

– Utilizing local initiatives as assets for urban (re)development

As scholars and government institutions shifted their focus from monitoring population development and pathways to broader questions of governance of shrinking cities, scholarly work gained a new perspective on local initiatives. Catchwords such as ‘social capital’, ‘human capital’, ‘bottom-up’, ‘co-creation’ or ‘civic engagement’ used by various stakeholders point to a tendency to frame such initiatives as having potential for urban development (see, e.g. Hospers, 2012; Feldhoff, 2013; Hospers, 2014; Schlappa, 2016; Ročak, 2020). Some scholars, referring to Putnam’s work, use the concept of social capital as ‘networks of civic engagement and trust’ (Putnam, 1993: 150) to frame the capacities of local initiatives in shrinking cities. Marginalisierte Städte (Marginalized towns) (Hannemann, 2003), a pioneer work on civic engagement as capital in Germany, suggested that small shrinking cities, despite their economic decline and population loss, are characterized by strong social bonds that somehow ‘stabilize’ the place. Similarly, Ročak (2020) attributes social capital to small and medium-sized towns in the Netherlands and Wales, showing how emotional bonds, social ties and trust remain strong at the local informal level, yet warning that ‘overestimating the potentials of social capital should be avoided’ (Ročak, 2020). Leetma et al. (2015), who analysed postsocialist small towns during the first decade following the collapse of state socialism, claim that internal networks and local social capital play an important role in their development. The authors highlight local social capital in Viljadi, Estonia, as important for preserving the liveability of the place and claim that local administrations and institutions need to adjust their governance to that local form of social capital (a similar point is made by Adams et al., 2022, on peripherality and liveability in northern Finland). Furthermore, Schlappa (2016), while arguing for the necessity of state support in monetary and recognition terms, locates resources in voluntary work. Overall, the danger of such an approach lies in researchers concurring with the inevitability of loss
of investment and public services and relying on social capital as a development resource instead.

Within the work of our team, the pitfall described above is apparent in the following example: In a policy brief of the European Union’s Shrink Smart project, the Wächterhäuser (guardian houses) project in Leipzig/Germany was presented as an example of local governance responses to shrinkage and a ‘tool’ to combat vacancies (Bernt et al., 2012). The guardian houses became a prominent local initiative that paved the way for inexpensive use of vacant space for creative projects in Leipzig and beyond. Yet, the regrowth of the city quickly led to local initiatives capitulating to the power structures of the real-estate markets. The project lost its creative spaces, its investments into the buildings and its agency. The policy brief also called upon other tiers of government to change their agendas, yet there is a thin line between acknowledging civic initiatives and implicitly promoting neoliberal exploitation strategies. This can happen when need is turned into a virtue, just as some scholars (us being part of such discussions) considered shrinkage to be a gateway to new development paradigms (Großmann, 2007)—to non-growth, even post-growth agendas that break up the ‘old way’ of doing things (Neill and Schlappa, 2016; Schlappa, 2016). When researchers pursue agendas that reorient responses to shrinkage away from striving for growth, they are in danger of normalizing state-retrenchment and responsibilizing of ‘residents’ for the fate of their cities (Pill, 2021). Murtagh (2016) emphasizes the social economy as a way to enforce local economic activity in situations where private investment is scarce and administrative resources are diminishing, to achieve moral values such as solidarity in return. Detroit, the poster child of the shrinking cities debates, has also been praised for local initiatives’ potential or actual achievements in what is otherwise a sea of despair. Greening and urban gardening or farming are prominent examples of initiatives of this kind. The two remaining assets, vacant space and impoverished communities, form the basis of hopes for turning around the fate of the locality. ‘Community-based’ greening initiatives are thus seen as having the potential to improve the city (see, e.g. Pallagst et al., 2017c).

With reference to Detroit, Kinder (2016), by contrast, discusses such initiatives as ‘self-provisioning acts’ only, rather than as big solutions. Instead, she makes it clear that ‘advocates of neoliberal governance use the rosy rhetoric of flexible markets and grassroots governance to cast these splintering cities in a positive light’ (ibid.: 196).

In this tradition of scholarly writing, local initiatives are (over-)responsibilized for the fate of their cities, while the retreat of a providing welfare state is normalized. Ultimately, the big unanswered question remains whether an advocacy for local initiatives to generate some sort of improvement and stability is a democratic step forward or a legitimization of the injustices that led to the decline in the first place. The interpretation lies in the hands of the researcher; the finding that initiatives develop self-sustaining practices despite or because of austerity doesn’t necessarily need to slide into a justification of this condition.

Romanticizing local initiatives as self-reliant actors of change and democratic role models

The final approach we identified in the literature tends to romanticize the role of local initiatives and heaps upon them a variety of normative expectations even further. In this literature, local initiatives are portrayed as active agents of change (Hollander, 2018) and as ‘local responses to global forces’ (Martinez-Fernandez et al., 2012: 246). Hospers (2014: 1519) acknowledges that ‘to address urban shrinkage, civic engagement is needed, all the more because citizens have the best local knowledge’. Their agency derives from various moments and practices of everyday life that include unsettling, enduring, reworking, reimagining, reinventing, resisting, contesting, occupying. Bottom-up initiatives, grassroots activism and support networks are discussed with an
emphasis on their historical rootedness in the culture of unionism, a community spirit of contestation and solidarity that remains from the industrial past (Martinez-Fernandez et al., 2012).

Scholarship that uses the motto ‘shrinkage as a new potential’ refers to urban shrinkage as an opportunity for urban planning, redevelopment and investment to frame ‘shrinking cities as a “laboratory for the city of tomorrow”’ (Nelle et al., 2017: 120). Against this background, emerging local initiatives—even those that started as truly bottom-up experiments and solidarization attempts—are at risk of being co-opted by more powerful capital and governance structures and turned into sources for value generation. Their institutionalization along with their blunt portrayal as authentic practices or democratic role models are means through which ‘utilization’ rationality sneaks into ‘romanticization’ framings. Thus, we argue that there is a close link between the romanticization and utilization approaches in which the former obscures and legitimizes the latter.

Discourses focused on the do-it-yourself or DIY approach in shrinking cities have become the locus for temporary land uses in the United States, Europe and Australia—and include initiatives ranging from guerrilla and community gardening to provisional art galleries and various recreational facilities. Initially deemed a new source of creative use of vacant and marginal spaces, with lessons for planners and the real-estate market for producing a vibrant public sphere, these micro-spatial urban practices have been recently problematized as DIY displacement (Oswalt et al., 2013). Critical views of DIY urbanism cast it as a co-optable movement by mainstream planning and ‘growth machines’ (Molotch, 1976), which ultimately seek a revaluation of space and property values (Finn, 2014). Empirical studies of DIY urbanism in Detroit in the United States and Yubari, a small Japanese town (see Martinez-Fernandez et al., 2012: 253), show that despite its quirky, rosy appeal, DIY culture does not provide a means of self-fulfilment and joy, but is a necessity for survival:

It is not leisure, satire, or a means of enrichment. It is instead a precarious method for managing cities which in the context of shrinkage is often foisted on low-income communities of color where people have few economically and politically viable options to resist disinvestment, depopulation, and austerity (Kinder, cited in Audirac, 2018: 3).

Similar to Martinez-Fernandez et al. (2012), Kinder (2016) insists on acknowledging weakness as the basis for DIY practices, which is crucial to a critical discussion of local initiatives in an era of seemingly romantic participatory democracy. It is, of course, fascinating to observe an ‘extraordinarily inventive bricolage—of cycling and recycling, of dividing the seemingly indivisible, of surviving on nothing’ (Piot, 2010: 3). However, while arguing that people in difficult circumstances still have agency and maintain creativity, Kinder (2016) claims that it is politically irresponsible to say that people's capacity to live with hardship justifies market and government neglect. It is on us as scholars to be accountable for class, gender, and race structures and for critically reassessing how our evaluation of local initiatives and practices are informed by them.

**Conclusions**

As new urban policies increasingly shift away from growth-focused development agendas, the restricting conditions of urban austerity raise questions of responsibilization and agency in shrinking cities. Against this background, urban studies seem to portray local initiatives in a somewhat teleological manner: local initiatives as strategic actors driven by an implicit sense of a ‘mission’ or hidden aspiration to work towards the greater good of the city. Being caught up in such assumptions and normative expectations ourselves, we attempted to analyse the pitfalls pertaining to analysis of
local initiatives in the shrinking cities literature. In doing so, we identified three broad ways in which local initiatives are being portrayed.

First, within research about governance and planning in small shrinking cities and peripheral locations, the lenses of inquiry tend to sideline local residents and initiatives as non-expert and therefore as actors of little relevance for urban future-making. By emphasizing the role of ‘experts’ and formal power holders in solving issues that emerge in shrinking cities, this type of literature (implicitly) disregards the agency of local initiatives that is not being adequately portrayed and recognized. Therefore, ‘local residents’ are seen as devoid of power, which results in neglect of their perspectives, knowledge and needs and ultimately hinders democratic decision making. Furthermore, some scholars praise regeneration efforts in shrinking and marginalized places underpinned by capital interests, and thus contribute to narrating cities as places for profit generation and not for people, contrary to claims within critical urban studies (Brenner et al., 2012).

The second way of portraying local initiatives acknowledges their transformative power by focusing on their utilization. In this approach, local initiatives are framed in the language of ‘human capital’ or ‘endogenous resource’ in the face of lack of other assets. Residents become the (last) resort to help ascribe value to and extract value from a place. This results in a strategic and professionalized way to promote and stimulate forms of urban activism in a top-down manner. Financial incentives and structural support of local initiatives, thus, often turn out to be neoliberal appropriation strategies.

Thirdly, somewhat close to the utilization of initiatives is their romanticization. Local initiatives are portrayed as democratic role models, agents of change, actors of resistance and, thus, uncritically understood as ‘good’. They are described as a means to achieving positive change (whatever this means in the context of urban shrinkage) and returning dignity to the marginalized locality. This approach builds on the fantasies of close-knit community bonds that provide fertile ground for collaborative actions. Such a framing, however, offers an oversimplified view and fails to account for the multifaceted forms and motivating factors that drive local initiatives. Furthermore, discussing local initiatives as completely autonomous actors or means of resistance to existing power structures seems to be, in a way, ‘a cheap thrill … balm to critics in the global North that may be no less exoticizing than earlier renditions of Orientalism’ (Katz, 2004: 240).

While considering these three ways of portraying local initiatives, we assert that researchers (us included) need to be careful when writing about local initiatives in shrinking cities and other places that have been devalued by capital and abandoned by the state. While we need to acknowledge the existence of local initiatives or other forms of ‘civic engagement’, we should not uncritically idealize and mystify them or place a load of normative expectation on their shoulders. Rather, we should attempt to see them in the plurality of their essences as extremely varied in form and motivation. While some have an altruistic or political character, aimed at increasing the quality of residents’ lives in a city, we encountered others that were self- or group-interest-driven. Alongside politics of placemaking, local initiatives are based on the desire for recognition, appreciation and dignity, as well as on purely pursuing individual pragmatic interests or profit-making agendas. Some initiatives may be supported by formal stakeholders that have resources to rely on, but others may be organized in anarchic ways and mainly draw from informal networks as resources. There is a trend in research to miss these nuances of aims and practices. While uncritically romanticizing—i.e. praising what may be merely a means of survival (Kinder, 2016), we could fall into the trap of indirectly justifying spatial injustice.

As David Harvey (2020) argues: ‘If we engage in “urban renewal”, we merely move the poverty around … If we don’t, we merely sit by and watch as continuous decay takes place’. This is the dilemma scholars and practitioners are univocally facing when working with local initiatives in shrinking cities. By pointing to the legacy of modernist,
expert-based urban planning and the increasing neoliberalization of the discipline, we attempted to contribute towards a more diversified way of discussing issues concerning shrinking cities and to add a plurality to academic and public debates. The way we produce knowledge has a tangible effect (even if only indirectly) on the localities where we work. Therefore, it is crucial to acknowledge and attempt to disentangle our research inquiries from a view guided by neoliberal responsibilization, from goals set by the politics of knowledge production (such as getting published, getting funding, and so on), and from our own positionality, which suggests what a ‘good life’ should look like. Simultaneously, we understand that such disengagement is a hard task. At the same time as we raise awareness about the issue of disentanglement, we have no clear answer as to how to balance the personal, the professional and the political when doing research in shrinking cities—places that have a long history of being stigmatized and problematized. However, there is an obvious need to encourage more reflexive engagement within research on shrinking cities and to shift to a collaborative, reflexive sensibility that is mindful of wider contexts (Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2009; Lumsden, 2019). Along these lines, our essay is an invitation to think together about the complexities of working with local initiatives in marginalized places, and about the broader processes of uneven spatial development across scales.
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